Abstract. We present a new load balancing algorithm inspired by Molecular Dynamics Simulations. Our main motivation is to anticipate the rising costs of tasks-scheduling caused by the growth of the number of available cores on chips. This algorithm is based on a virtual decomposition of workload in Voronoï cells centered around computing units. The method used in this paper allows cores to virtually move in order to change their computing load. Cores displacements are result of forces computation (with pair potential): attractive or repulsive forces between cores are balanced by the cores computing load (total cost of Voronoï cell). Over-charged cores are more attractive than under-charged cores (which are then more repulsive). In this paper, we demonstrate the relevance of our approach by experimenting our algorithm with a high number of automatically-generated test cases, ranging from almost stable to quickly-evolving scenarii. In all cases, our algorithm is able to quickly converge to a distribution which maintains good locality properties.
Introduction
In order to reach exascale, current trends in super-computing are on low-energy consumption systems [1] , with systems containing an increasing number of energyaware processors and accelerators [2] [3] . These processors and accelerators offer more computing cores with reduced frequencies, making task optimization very demanding. A common way to extract parallelism from applications is to distribute the main computing flow into a large number of tasks [4] . Numerous runtimes [5] [6] [7] actually work this way. In addition, since its third version, OpenMP offers task support in it specification [8] .
Accurate task scheduling must provide numerous tasks for one thread, leading to an important scheduler overhead when hundred of cores are considered, mainly due to finding the best queue and inserting the new task. Algorithm to find the best queue is critical (a bad task distribution drives to poor performances) and depends on tasks properties, e.g., average task duration, data amount, etc. Usually, those kinds of difficulties are solved by introducing work-stealing strategies, but finding a victim among thousands of threads is very expensive. Advanced schedulers take care about data dependencies and data locality [9] . Tasks with strong data affinity should be scheduled to the same computing unit to prevent from data migrations and improve cache usage. NUMA-aware allocations. One other important aspect of tasks scheduling is the ability to take into account the possible evolution of task load during simulations.
Aiming to propose an efficient task scheduler with NUMA-aware allocations, we use a partition of the simulation domain into boxes of fixed size. Each box is associated to one elementary task and contains a few numbers of elementary calculation element, typically 10 to 100 atoms, finite elements, or finite difference cells. We then gather the boxes around a virtual center by using a Voronoï tessellation, and associated each Voronoï zone to a thread. In doing so, we ensure that threads are always dealing with a compact set of boxes, which maximize caches usage. Since the CPU cost of a task may vary due to internal evolution of the elementary calculation element, the amount of calculation of a thread could strongly vary during a simulation. Noting that the density of Voronoï centers is related to the number of elementary tasks in the Voronoï zones (the higher the density the lower the tasks number), we chose to move the Voronoï centers to adapt the CPU charge of the threads. In opposition to a "task by task" scheduling, the proposed approach induces a limited fraction of tasks to be re-scheduled during charge adaptation (typically, tasks at thread domain boundary). The method to adapt the thread charge "on the fly" uses an analogy with the dynamic of electrically charged particles.
We will first define the "virtual core" as the center of the Voronoï tessellation method, then recall the pair potential theory, and put forward the advantage of this method in tasks scheduling. We then discuss our choice of pair forces and their relevance for load balancing. A large set of test-cases, which present different charge variations (smooth/aggressive), are then proposed to demonstrate the advantages of a dynamic load balancing based on pair potentials. We will then conclude by the evaluation of our scheduler in a real parallel application.
Tasks Scheduling with Pair Potentials
We use a 2D grid (see fig. 1 ) in which every cell represents a task. Each task has a computing load of its own, which can evolve over time. We gather tasks around a virtual core (termed in the following a vCores, a virtual representation of the physical computing units) by using a Voronoï tessellation [10] . By this way, we maximise per-core data locality. In a shared-memory environment, this guarantees NUMA-aware allocations and better caches usage. In a distributedmemory environment, this reduces inter-node data displacements. The load of a vCore is the sum of the computing load of each tasks in its VoronoÏ cell. Thus, real-time tasks cost variations have a direct influence on the vCores load.
We then associate to each vCores a force and make them virtually move over the task domain in response to this force. By moving, a core will change its computing load, which gives the opportunity to re-equilibrates the computing load between vCore. In the next section we define a pair potential between vCores that would lead to a good load balancing, for any variations of the underlying elementary tasks load.
Evolution of a set charged particles
Let us consider the Coulomb force between of two particles i, j separated by a vector r ij = x i − x j with charge Q i , Q j :
Different charge signs lead to attractive forces whereas charges with same sign produce repulsive ones. Pairs interactions of this N-Body system are calculated by exploiting the symmetry of interactions, i.e., F ij = −F ji . In order to get the relaxed state only, we minimize the potential by using a steepest descent algorithm: dx/dt = −αF ij (with α a positive scalar), and by lumping α and time increment into a simple scalar k:
We rescale k so that the distance x(t) − x(t − 1) is a fraction of the verlet box dimension (a task), which ensure convergence to stable or metastable states.
Going on this analogy between charged particles and computing loads, we set the charge of a vCore to be the sum of the computing load of each tasks in the Voronoï cell q k :
Preliminary results using this force are discussed in the following section. Enhanced forces expressions are then proposed to improve the load balance, and discussed.
Potential test cases
Despite its apparent simplicity, minimizing a set of particles interacting by an electric potential could lead to complex behaviors. For example, when homogeneous repulsive charges are considered, the minimization leads to a cubic closepacked lattice with a minimal number of neighboring cells (i.e. 12). Dealing with non-constant loads requires to slightly modify the pair potential, as proposed below, but also to test it on standardized tests cases.
We have developed a C++ simulator which helps us to select an efficient potential. This simulator generates a grid of tasks (of different charges), and randomly inserts a bunch of vCores (see fig. 2 ). Thanks to this simulator, we have a real-time feedback on the actual load balancing and Voronoï cells configuration. Various charge evolutions are supported by our simulator. We can generate a whole new map that leads to strong tasks charge variations, or we can translate the map (smooth tasks charge transitions). The map is based on a Perlin noise [11] generated with the LibNoise [12] library. A stable configuration is reached when the vCores are stable (i.e. velocity is null). 
Three Potentials
Our original idea was to use a slightly modified Coulomb potential so that overloaded vCores allows their neighboring vCores to get closer, whereas underloaded vCores are strongly repulsive. Two possible choices are presented. Decreasing repulsive force for increasing load Q can be obtained by considering the force:
This modified potential is repulsive-only. Preliminary tests show that minimization leads to cubic closed-packed lattice for homogeneous task load, but fails to obtain a reasonably well balanced load for inhomogeneous task repartition.
With the objective to define a potential that produce null forces when vCores are optimally charged, we note that ideal load partitions are obtained when all the charges Q i are equal to the mean charge m
Q i with N , the number of VCores.
We then propose to use a potential that leads to null forces when Q i = m:
In this case, when a pair of vCores is globally under-loaded (the λ term is positive), the two vCores repulse each other. By this way, its Voronoï surface and local load will grow. The reverse behavior occurs when the vCore is over-loaded (the λ term is negative): the Voronoï surface and the local load decrease thanks to the attractive forces. Even if we have noted good load partitioning (6% to the optimal load distribution), our preliminary simulations show the formation of dipoles (two very close vCores). This leads to bad Voronoï partitioning (see fig. 3 ): some vCores are no longer in the center of their Voronoi cell, but close to one of the frontier. To tackle to this problem, we have added a short-distance repulsion to our potential (7). This term ensures that two vCores can not be too close to each other.
Experiments
In order to evaluate our task scheduling method, we have developed four kinds of test cases (see fig. 4 ). The simulated domain is a 50 × 50 grid of tasks, and we arbitrary place 10 vCores on the domain (the random position is the same for each test case). A stable configuration is accepted when the variance to the optimal task distribution is below 2. The tests runs on an Intel R Xeon E5-2650. Fig. 4 . From left to right: (1) the load is uniform over the domain, (2) the load is distributed over a line, (3) the load is concentrated in a disc, (4) the load is randomly distributed. From top to bottom: the first line presents the load distribution, the second line shows the final vCores configuration, and the last line represents the domain of each vCores.
Experimental Results
Static scheduling Here, we evaluate the number of computing steps needed to reach a stable vCore configuration. Figure 5 shows the convergence curves for our test-cases. The two curves represent the distance to the optimal load per vCore.
The upper curves (in blue) show the convergence of the most over-loaded vCore, and lower curves (in yellow), the convergence of the least under-charged vCore. We can observe that tests-cases (2) and (3) are complex to schedule. With the loaded-line, we never reach a good tasks scheduling: we are nearly 25% to the optimal. A solution that may solve this issue is presented in 5.2. In case of the loaded-disc, we reach a good tasks distribution, but with an important number of steps. Cases (1) and (4) reach a good tasks distribution in a reasonable number of steps. Dynamic scheduling: For dynamic scheduling, we use two kinds of charge variations. The first one is the LibNoise [12] ability to change the frequency of the generated noise. By this way, we translate the load map over the task domain. The second type of load variation is done by generating a completely new map. We call rough load variation the generation of a new map, and smooth load variation a simple change in frequency of the actual noise. Table 1 summarize the efficiency of our tasks scheduling method. This shows us that reaching a tasks distribution in case of smooth task load variation is nearly 90 times faster than in case of rough load transition. Large number of cores: Here, we evaluate the ability to find a stable vCores configuration for a large number of vCores. We use different configurations (i.e. number of tasks, number of vCores) to stress our simulations. Tables 2 and 3 compare the number of steps and the time needed to distribute tasks over vCores. As expected, the number of vCores and tasks impact the number of steps needed to reach an equilibrium. In every cases, reaching a new task distribution after a smooth load variation of tasks is almost-instantaneous. With an higher number of cores (table 3) , the number of compute steps needed is reasonably proportional to the number of vCores. Nevertheless, the associated time explodes, due to our Voronoï tessellation algorithm. Our implementation has a complexity in O(n×m), with n the number of vCores, and m the number of tasks in the domain. We are currently looking for graph partitioning optimisation [13] in aim of reducing this computing cost. 
Complex cases
We have seen in the second case in fig. 5 that reaching a good task distribution can be difficult. The problem is that some vCores are heavily over-loaded while others are strongly under-loaded and are caught by surrounding vCores. We are currently working on a complementary potential that produces only attractive forces between tasks and vCores. By this way, vCores will be attracted by the most costly tasks. Preliminary results show promising configurations (see fig.7 ). Nevertheless, with this new interaction, computing time increases dramatically. We need to compute interaction between vCores and tasks. Initial complexity of the algorithm is in O(N 2 ), but with this potential, it increases in O(mN 2 ), with m, the number of tasks. 
Case Study: Coddex
In order to experiment our scheduler in a real-world application, we have extended the StarPU [5] runtime, which is used by Coddex, a CEA software. Coddex is a Finite Element code dedicated to the modeling of plasticity and phase transition on solid materials. This software is based on the MPI library for inter-node communications and on StarPU for a threads/tasks parallelism inside a computing node. The experimental platform used for our experiments is a double-sockets node (Intel Xeon E5-2650). By using a multi-sockets node, we want to evaluate the ability for our scheduler to minimize the tasks data displacements over the different NUMA nodes. Our scheduler is compiled as a separate library (Potential Based Scheduler, PBS) and can then be used by several applications. In order to integrate our scheduler inside StarPU, we've add a "meta-scheduler" that calls the PBS library to retrieves the tasks distribution over threads.
In the following, we compare two schedulers : eager [14] , the default StarPU scheduler (a simple FIFO list of tasks) and PBS, our scheduler. We measure the average number of data cache misses 4 of each task for each simulation time step. Figure 8 presents the percent of L2 data cache misses for a typical Coddex execution (50K points, 2D domain), and the table 4 shows the cache misses rate reduction. Each square of the figure represents a task (Verlet box), and we can see that the task distributions (top of the figure) over threads (one color per thread). We can notice that the PBS scheduler provides a better memory accesses between our tasks; this is mainly due to a better cache usage, and a better NUMA accesses. 
Conclusions and Future Work
The Pair-potential approach for task scheduling over a large number of cores produces efficient task distribution, especially in case of dynamic load. Our preliminary experiments show a rapid convergence of task distribution in a close to optimal per-core load. Nevertheless, this distribution can be sometime difficult to reach: cases like the disc of load, have a complex load distribution to be balanced over vCores. In other more realistic cases (with a diffused load), a stable configuration of vCores is easy and relatively fast to compute. Best results are obtained for smooth load variations. In this case, task scheduling is nearly instantaneous. This is particularly interesting in simulations where the load is moving through the simulated domain (eg. shock waves). Our experimentation on a real simulation application shows an real improvement of the cache misses rates in comparison with the default StarPU scheduler.
Our next works will focus on improving the number of steps and the time needed to reach a stable configuration, and thus, by adjusting our potential and by implementing an efficient Voronoï algorithm. Some work needs to be done on the removal of some centralized aspects of the current algorithm: our actual potential needs to know the total charge of the simulated domain. This implies communications/synchronizations steps.
